July 2008

Mehrer Drywall Inc. of Seattle, Finds Kinetics
IsoMax Clips Faster & Easier To Install
Faster & Easier
To Install!

Mehrer Drywall had
installed many of the
competitor’s clips on a
project in the Seattle area
before switching to Kinetics Noise Control’s
IsoMax clips thanks to the efforts of Sales
Representative Dave Forrest of Seattle Sound

and Vibration. Mehrer has learned over their
40 plus years in business that selecting the best
tools and materials can greatly impact their
productivity on a project. They were so
pleased with the labor savings using the
IsoMax clips that Eric Mehrer sent the
following letter to his Kinetics Representative.

July 28, 2008
Dave,
I just wanted to let you know how happy the guys were that we
are using your IsoMax Clips on our project. We used some of
the competitor’s clips for some other stuff, and the difference
is huge. IsoMax Clips go on so much faster than the others
because your layout does not have to be perfect. We just slide
the clips onto the hat channel, and slap it up onto the wall.
The others you have to get every clip in a perfect line then
snap the hat channel on. If one is a little bit off you have to
start over. Also they have a screw on the top and the bottom
holding it securely to the wall. The others tend to rock a bit on
the stud after install, when you have to hold the GWB off of the
ground, it then will slide down the wall a little bit, giving you a
potential cracking problem. Last they are cheaper...what more
can I say.
“Faster & Easier To Work With!”
--- Eric Mehrer
Mehrer Drywall Inc.
Seattle, WA
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